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During our conversation, I asked Officer Asbury if he believed he had violated policy. Officer 
Asbury stated that in the past, he has consumed alcohol while armed, when he has been at a 
restaurant and has had a beer while armed. He acknowledged that on more than one occasion, he 
has been armed and had a drink. He recognized that on these occasions, he was in violation of GO 
2011-021 Weapons Policy, III, B, 6: Off-duty Officers who consume or plan to consume alcohol 
shall not be armed, because he was consuming alcohol while armed. 

However, Officer Asbury did not believe he violated policy during the events in Tennessee because 
he armed himself after having consumed alcohol. He believes that he was not intoxicated when he 
armed himself. I pointed out that the other officers who observed him sleeping on the floor armed 
described him as having been drunk and that he passed out. Officer Asbury disputed that he was 
intoxicated while he was armed. 

Officer Asbury acknowledged that the times when he has worn his pistol while having a drink with 
dinner, he was in violation of the policy, even though he was unaware that policy prohibits being 
armed while consuming alcohol. In regards to the events in Tennessee, Officer Asbury does not 
believe he violated policy due to not having been armed prior to, or while consuming alcohol. 
Officer Asbury does not believe that he acted irresponsibly or recklessly by being armed after 
having been drinking, sitting in his car, and then sleeping in the hallway with his hand on his pistol. 

Conclusion 

Officer Asbury went to Tennessee with multiple officers for a vacation that was spent in a rented cabin. 
During his time there, he stayed in and around the cabin. Ultimately, on the evening of February 3rd, he 
armed himself after having been drinking alcoholic beverages. While Officer Asbury does not believe 
that he was intoxicated in the evening hours, Officers  and  who were interviewed during the 
prior inquiry, both stated that Officer Asbury was intoxicated. Both of them also described Officer 
Asbury as having "passed-out" while armed. 

Even though Officer Asbury maintains that he was unaware of a policy that prohibits alcohol 
consumption while armed, PowerDMS files show that Officer Asbury signed GO 2011-021 Weapons 
Policy on June 21 5\2019. Officer Asbury does not dispute that he signed that he had received the 
policy. 
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